
Little Nap Recliners:

Rendering Comfort at the
Top-Notch

With a valued experience of over

7 years, the powerhouse brand

remains the most preferred choice

for recliners in cinemas, multiplexes,

home theatres, living rooms,

hospitals, spa, automotive etc. For

multiplex owners looking to deck

up their place with recliners in

custom-specifications, Little Nap

offers 3D layout assistance, drawing

and consultation support that

provide an overview of the final

arrangement before you go ahead

with the plan. From simple recliners

to stress-free motorized models

from pushback

and auto lift to

softest feather-

light comforters

from elegant

royal models to

amusing swivel

glider, its range

of recliners will

surely leave you

spoilt for choice.

From simple recliners to stress-free motorized models; from pushback and auto-lift to the
softest feather-light comforters; from elegant royal models to amusing swivel glider, its
range of recliners will surely leave you spoilt for choice. In this era of modernity and
entertainment, as the recliner market is Niche and purely untapped, Little Nap contributes
largely spreading its wings wider only to escalate your leisure experience with grandeur and
absolute comfort.

Customer satisfaction

Being the most important factor to

make the brand grow in the market,

satisfying the clients in all aspects

regardless of it being the product on

the whole or the services related to it

is the prime responsibility being

taken. The wholesome experience is

what Little Nap thrives to constantly

provide. Keeping a customer-focused

approach, the customer needs are

welcomed and efforts are being put

across not just to meet but to exceed

their expectations. Be it in the quality

of their products or customization of

recliners, they offer numerous

accessories and features to add

elegance and the signature style to

their chairs.

Product quality

Raw materials, finest handcrafters

and highly equipped manufacturing

facilities that are globally renowned

are being used to carve out the

masterpieces. Exclusive factory visits

for their clients are provided to see

and experience the manufacturing

standards up close

and personal. They

hold product

design patents and

deploy accessories

and raw materials

tested and

certified

internationally.

Also to emphasize,

Little Nap uses

materials and

measures that are

"We are the creators of the most
relaxing products ever made;
still we choose to remain restless
to achieve more."

- RavinderGoel
  Founder & Director, Little Nap Recliners
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lead-free and which is completely

safe for health.

Product delivery
commitment

Assurance to delivering the best has

been their constant promise

throughout as the most important

issue that concerns the customers is

time. Their on-time delivery and the

ability to meet customer demands

and deliver the services and products

to the customer punctually has

always been highly appreciated.

After sales support

The customer service representative

interacts with customers on calls to

provide them with information to

address inquiries regarding products

and services. In addition, they deal

with and help resolve any customer

complaints and then our technician

visits the premises whenever

required.

Seating configuration
consultancy

Other than just selling the chairs to

the consumer, consultation to the

client in terms sizes, placement,

accessories, utilities, their

requirement, designs, and many

more aspects are taken care of by

team before finalising the deal.

Customization

Little Nap provides customization to

any extent with regards to the

recliners. As the chair is a personal

space for the consumer, it has to be

as per the choice of the consumers

alone. Whether it being stitches of

the thread colour, design or softness

of the chair, everything is done as per

the consumer demand. Apart from

this, every accessory is custom

designed to meet the discerning

needs of the customer. Ventilated

seats, dual tone leatherette seats, fire

retarded upholstery (including

quilting and polyfills), have been

custom designed to add to the level

of safety and comfort while seating.

The entire customized range of

luxury recliners adds to the

sophistication that modern

multiplexes are well-known to

standout for. Little Nap understands

the intricacies of the multiplex

business. The experts help consumers

across the planning stage and make

intelligent use of spaces with its

bespoke solutions. The major game

changer is the Innovation which we

keep on introducing in our chairs

and has now become a pre-requisite.

From sensors to chillers, wireless

charging to ventilated seats,

technology from around the world

are handpicked and introduced in

their recliners.

New development for
cinema clients

Cinema being a commercial

environment, it becomes very

necessary to mould as per the

audience. So we tend to develop

many new things, which are not on

the base place, especially for the

cinema owners, just to enhance the

level of luxury offered by them to

the patrons.

Varied seat sizes

The chairs are altered to special sizes

which fit in the cinema layout,

provide comfortable movie

experience and increase the seat

count in the cinema.
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Design development

A totally new design and concept is

also made to keep the cinema design

frame and legacy intact.

Product range

Little nap has a wide product range,

in terms of chair design and

accessories, which helps the clients in

selecting the most suitable and

preferred recliners for them. Also,

they can mix two designs as per their

wish and can customize the same as

well.

This perfection and passion for

creating such marvels of sheer

comforthas owned Little Nap some

of the biggest names in its clientele

list along with thousands of

customers.

Few projects to say:

Cine Grand, SSRM, Bulgaria

An export cinema project at the

South Sofia Ring Mall in Bulgaria has

a count of 450 uniquely designed

recliners allocated in 6 different

auditoriums. To elaborate further

these recliners are fully fire retardant

right from its raw materials utilized

to its luxurious upholstery on the

out. Recliners for the handicapped

sector, as mandated by the European

norms have also been worked upon

in order to provide the same level of

comfort for them as well.

Star Cinema, Dubai

A luxurious cinema project, Al-Nisr

Cinemas is located at the Central

Mall, Abu Dhabi, UAE. With 26 lavish

double arm recliners in leatherette of

red, these recliners speak luxury with

its beauty. A double Swivel table and

call button system (wireless) are the

in-built features for easy accessibility.

With a special cabinet made to

accommodate a set of 2 or 4 recliners

and being a 26 seater Audi, its

compact size makes it all the more

comfortable for personal screenings.

PVR Gold Class, Lulu Mall, Kochi

The cinema has 107 recliners installed

making it one of the most premium

and prestigious projects to have

worked upon. It dons a unique

seating concept along with the

amalgamation of the theme and

overall customer experience at PVR.

Also, there is always a thorough

sampling along with the precise

selection of leather and other

accessories to choose from. To further

elaborate, Little Nap includes its

addition of side tables, lamps and

recliners having features like Dual

Motor, Food Tray, Seat Calling

System, Caddy Torch etc. only to

upgrade the ambience of this

theatre.

Carnival Cinema, TGIP, Noida

An innovated concept wherein both

recliners and sofas are being

installed, although there is a clear

differentiation for the recliners to

stand out from sofas in-terms of

upholstery, features and accessories.

Reverse engineering with dimensions

has been keenly worked with to

fetch out the maximum seating

capacity in a single audi. The recliners

show splendid features such as

luxurious stitch design, food tray,

back-lit numbering etc. with a special

seat size of 21" for this project.

Platinum Cinema, Jammu

Intricate work on 64 recliners with all

of them featuring double arm shows

no compromise on comfort for a

single audi. Side tables and lamps

have been added to upgrade the

ambience of the theatre. The-call-on-

seat system was also installed to make

just the best cinema in the state.

A team that has been innovating

ways to take comfort to a whole new

level, today forms one of India's most

preferred recliner brands. With a wide

variety of exquisite and smart recliner

furniture, it creates relaxation in every

shape and mode. What separates this

brand from the others is its capability

of customizing the recliners according

to its customer's intricate needs.
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